Friday 8th January 2021
Year 6 Remote Learning

Hello Year 6!
Please see below the list of important resources that you will need access to for Remote Learning. These
links can also be found on the Year 6 homepage of DB Primary for easy access.
I have included the individual passwords for each student, please do email me at
y.6@arkbentworthprimary.org if you have any problems accessing these sites.
Thank you
Miss Oudomvilay

Reading
Read chapter 3 (pp. 25 -32) of ‘Letters from the Lighthouse’ and answer the following questions (full
sentences please)
1) What does the phrase ‘feeling fragile’ mean? p.28
2) Describe Olive’s reaction to the idea of being evacuated p.29
3) Kindertransport is mentioned on p.29. This was the transport of
children from Germany to other parts of Europe. What two changes
did Olive notice when the children arrived?
4) Who does Olive describe as ‘clever people’? p.29
5) Olive and he brother Cliff are going to be evacuated soon. How would
you feel about moving away from your family to live with a family you
didn’t know? Explain and give two reasons.

Writing
Task: Plan two character descriptions from the short film ‘Beyond the Lines’.

Each character description should be 3 -4 paragraphs in length.
What you should include:
1) A paragraph about how they felt on the way to the battle
2) A paragraph about how they felt whilst running across the battlefield
3) A final paragraph about what they witnessed whilst on the battlefield.
Each paragraph should give the reader a good idea of the character’s appearance, personality and feelings
about the war or being a soldier
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Watch the film again (as many times as you need) and organise your ideas in the table below.
Appearance – clothes, facial expressions, age
Personality – family, relationships, attitude to life, experiences as a child
Feelings – positive/negative feelings about war, positive/negative feelings in the moment
You should write in the 3rd person (you are describing another person).

What do we know about the
character from before the battle?

Character 1 – young boy
What do we know about the
character during the battle?

What do we know about the
character from before the battle?

Character 2 – Solider
What do we know about the
character during the battle?
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What does the character think
about what happened during the
battle?

What does the character think
about what happened during the
battle?
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Here is a generic character description from a character from the book ‘Treasure Island’
Surprisingly, Ben Gunn has scarred skin which had been burnt black from the scorching, magnificent,
sweltering sun. His porcelain complexion was hidden by grainy dirt making him seem wild and feral. His
beaming, shuttered, dull eyes rested on his tired face like two dead souls. Eerily, his onyx, platinum, chrome
eyes sparkled as coldly as chips of ice. Ben Gunn had a rigid nose as crooked as the branches of a contorted
tree. His narrow lips were cracked and chapped and had become black during the three years he had been
marooned on the island. The dirt clung to them like bats to a cave. Like an animal, his flowing, gossamer,
wild hair gleamed like polished metal in the light. The steel-grey, snowy fibres resembled the peaks of a
mountain in winter. The aftermath of three years without a proper diet had left Ben Gunn thin, slender and
emaciated. His weak frame was nothing more than skin and bones.
Here are some images of young people form the UK in the early 20th century. Some where soldiers and
some were not.
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Year 6
Arithmetic Test
Spring 1 Week 1

First Name
Last Name
Total (out of 40)

1

= 5,000 + 40

1 mark

2

= 7,427 + 94

1 mark

3

346 = 300 +

+6

1 mark

4

+ 72 = 613

1 mark

5

6 x 53

1 mark

6

4.17 + 2.024

1 mark

7

270 ÷ 3

1 mark

8

81 ÷ 9

1 mark

9

1% of 160

1 mark

10 175 ÷ 7

1 mark

11

163 -

= 79

1 mark

12 1.43 x 4

1 mark

13 6,400 ÷ 8

1 mark

14 54.67 x 10

1 mark

15 40 ÷ (52 – 48)

1 mark

16 4³

1 mark

17

24 - 31

1 mark

18 10% of 3,000

1 mark

19 6 – 4.74

1 mark

20 0.55 ÷ 10

1 mark

21

= 9.01 – 4.2

1 mark

22 2 34 - 58

1 mark

23 347 x 22

2 marks

24

1
+
7
8
4

1 mark

25 1,768 ÷ 34

2 marks

26 4 12 - 34

1 mark

27 35% of 240

1 mark

28

3
9 4

7

1 mark

29 63% of 900

1 mark

30 428 x 14

2 marks

31

4
5

÷6

1 mark

32 1 37 + 2 25

1 mark

33 24% of 350

1 mark

34

2
5

x 350

1 mark

35 1 56 x 10

1 mark

36 804 ÷ 5

2 marks

Existing Knowledge

What do you know about evolution
and inheritance?
What do I know?

What would I like to know?
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Lesson 1

What important information do fossils
give us?
Key Knowledge

Key Vocabulary

•

Fossils are the preserved remains or impressions of once living things
from the past.

•

living things

•

fossil

•

A paleontologist searches for and investigates fossils.

•

Paleontologist

•

Mary Anning was a paleontologist whose findings are key to
understanding how living things on our planet have changed
over time.

•

Ichthyosaur

•

Plesiosaur

Her key findings were the complete remains of an ichthyosaur and
plesiosaur; sea creatures which are now extinct.

•

extinct

•

extinction

•
•

The plesiosaur was a previously unknown creature.

•

People at the time didn’t believe that species could become extinct.

	What information can we get from these pictures of fossils?
What do they not tell us?
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Who studies fossils and why?
Scientists believe that the world is over 4 billion years old. Over these
years, many different types of living things have inhabited the Earth.
Yet, only in the last 150 years, have people considered that living things
thousands of years ago would be different from those species living in the
world today. In the mid 1800s, the existence of dinosaurs was still a new
discovery and very few people had taken any time to study fossils and
the information that they held. As a consequence, there was very limited
knowledge about the prehistoric world.
Surprisingly, there is evidence that, throughout history, fossils have been
used as a source of information about our world. Some ancient Greek
and Roman scholars did believe that fossils were the remains of living
things but many thought that they were remains from monsters or
mythical creatures rather than that of extinct prehistoric life which did
originate on Earth.
The earliest formal scientific study of fossils, where they were used as a
source of information about life on Earth, began in the 1700s. People
began to map out where there were different types of rock formations
and they began to classify the different fossils within them. This type of
scientific study was called paleontology, the study of the history of life
on Earth, and the scientists were known as paleontologists. This word
originates from Greek: ‘Pale’ comes from ‘palaios’, the word for old or
ancient; ‘Ont’ comes from ‘ontos’ meaning creature; ‘ology’ means
to study.
In the 1800s, geologists, scientists who study the Earth and how it is made, discovered that
the layers which appeared in some rock formations had been built up slowly over time.
Paleontologists knew that different layers of rock contained different types of fossils. This new
discovery, that the layers had been built up over time, meant that they were now able to date
the fossils. They were able to build up a visual timeline of everything that had ever lived and
could look to see how different species had changed and developed over time.

What is paleontology? How did it get its name?



What is a geologist?
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What did Greek and Roman scholars think fossils were?





Why was the discovery about rock layers being built up over time so important to paleontologists?





When were fossils first used as a source of information about life on Earth?

Why were Mary Anning’s findings such important scientific evidence?
Mary Anning is a famous fossil hunter and was one of the first
paleontologists. Mary grew up by the sea and went fossil hunting
with her dad and brother nearly every day. They didn’t call
them fossils then; they called them ‘curiosities’. As a family,
the Anning’s were quite poor and so the children used to sell
their curiosities on a stall on the street. One day, another fossil
hunter and amateur paleontologist, Elizabeth Philpot, saw the
children’s stall and explained to Mary that their curiosities were in
fact fossils, the preserved remains or impressions of living things.
Elizabeth gave Mary books about fossils and encouraged her
to learn more about geology and to understand the science
behind the fossils she found. Mary became an even more
passionate fossil hunter.
One day, years later, Mary found something which was very
different to the usual fossils she had found on the beach. This
was the skull of a creature unlike anything alive on Earth today.
She consulted Elizabeth Philpot who then sent for specialist
fossil hunters from London. They declared that the fossil was the
head of an Ichthyosaur, a large, extinct, marine reptile that had
lived 250 million years ago. It was half fish and half lizard and
shared some characteristics that were similar to a porpoise. Mary
continued to search the area around where she had discovered
the Ichthyosaur’s head and eventually uncovered the fossilised
remains of the rest of its skeleton. This was a very important
discovery as it challenged the way that scientists believed that
the world had developed. People now began to understand
that it was possible for species to become extinct and that
this was just part of life on Earth. Mary went on to discover the
Plesiosaur, another now extinct creature, but one that, like the
Ichthyosaur, had characteristics that matched creatures still
alive today.
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“Mary Anning – Greatest Fossil Hunter of All Time.”
Do you agree with this view? What evidence would you use to support your view point?
List it below.
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Spelling dication
Watch the video or ask a family member to read out the script included in
the pack. Each word is on the 5/6 spelling list or uses a 5/6 spelling list
rule.

Answers - Arithmetic Test
1) 5040
2) 7,521
3) 40
4) 541
5) 318
6) 6.194
7) 90
8) 9
9) 1.6
10) 25
11) 84
12) 5.72
13) 800
14) 546.7
15) 10
16) 64
17) -7
18) 300
19) 1.26
20) 0.055

Answers - Arithmetic Test
21) 4.81
22) 21 1/8
23) 7,634
24) 36/56
25) 52
26) 3 3/4
27) 84
28) 1/36
29) 567
30) 5,992
31) 4/30 or equivalent
32)134/35 or 3 29/35
33) 84
34)140
35)110/6 or 18 1/3
36) 160.8 or 160 r 4

